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**Definition**
Key CTS Faculty are defined as members of the UVM Graduate Faculty who are listed as course instructors in any CTS course or serve on the CTS Education Committee. The Key CTS Members are available to be research mentors to CTS PhD students.

**Current Key CTS Faculty**
- Bentil, Dan (CTS Education Committee)
- Callas, Peter (CTS 320, CTS 325)
- Chen, Liz (CTS 271, CTS 272, CTS 275)
- Freeman, Kalev (CTS 200)
- Jones, Chris (CTS 295)
- Kennedy, Amanda (CTS 301, CTS Education Committee)
- Littenberg, Benjamin (CTS Director of Education, CTS Education Committee)
- MacLean, Charles (CTS 315)
- Pinckney, Richard (CTS 320, CTS 325)
- Rubin, Alan (CTS 305, CTS 310, CTS Education Committee)
- Sarkar, Neil (CTS 271, CTS 275, CTS Education Committee)
- Van Eeghen, Constance (CTS 302)